Round Opens/Closes: Ongoing

A SSSHARC research huddle is a one-day collaboration intensive around an idea or question that is highly compelling but needs further articulation before it can be advance as a funded research program or other landmark outcome. The aim of a huddle is not to present talks but to bring in an outside expert or experts who can critically guide the existing discussion towards a defined outcome, such as a joint grant application, a co-authored article, a book prospectus or a journal special issue proposal, a white paper or a high-profile opinion piece. All participants must submit a 1-page position statement on the research theme for pre-circulation before the huddle takes place (submission and circulation of statements is handled by SSSHARC). SSSHARC can provide funding for the outside experts to attend, a scribe to take notes, and a facilitator to ensure that the huddle produces tangible results on the day. Experts may include established researchers, data scientists, community or cultural leaders, policymakers, industry stakeholders, GLAM directors, curators or philanthropists. Expressions of interest can be submitted at any time.

Eligibility
SSSHARC Huddle leads should be on continuing appointments in FASS. Huddle teams should include at least one other University of Sydney researcher on a continuing appointment or fixed-term contract with a research component and at least one University of Sydney HDR student.

Further information about SSSHARC can be found at www.sydney.edu.au/arts/sssharc

Enquiries should be directed to: Sydney Social Sciences and Humanities Advanced Research Centre ssharc.research@sydney.edu.au